
Weissler Weekly
For the week of February 14th, 2022!

-Announcements

Two’s DAY!! 2/22/22!!!
This will be a spirit day! Encourage kids to wear “T” things, ties, tutu’s,
dress like twins, and dress like a 2 year old!! We will also be filling a time
capsule and burying it on this day!! Kids may want to write letters to
future students who will open the time capsule in 10 years..I would like for
each class to decide together what they want to as a class to put in the
time capsule. It can be pictures of the class, items that represent 2022,
learning in a pandemic (maybe a mask or 2), fashion trends, a book that
your class loves with a note describing its significance, newspaper from
2/22/22, art projects, etc. etc. Be creative! We will have an assembly that
day and have each class place their items in the time capsule. Then we will
bury it somewhere special on our campus! Select students will have the
opportunity to decorate the time capsule!

Valentine’s Day Celebration and cards
Valentine’s Day is quickly approaching! Parents, please know that all kids
in class are included in the Valentine card giving. I will send a class list of
first names home to help you include everyone.

E�ort Levels:
We are currently working on our e�ort levels in class. Please speak with
your child and discuss whether they are trying their best and not doing
just the bare minimum. A few points of emphasis will be spelling,
grammar, and handwriting. We will be both self and peer editing to begin
our process of creating our final drafts.

Essay Focus
In the first half of the year we primarily focused on creating ideas and
putting them onto the paper. In the second half of the year we will begin
to correct and edit our papers as we learn more grammar and punctuation
rules.

5 Points of Life Kid’s Marathon
Get Ready to Participate HLA!! We will see  you on Sat. 2/19/22-Get
the kids pumped up and ready to go!!

*Students will turn in Spelling hw and reading log for a grade on Friday*
Please check calendar daily for lunch menu

Essential Questions
What we are covering this coming week…
Math- Chapter 10 Subtract Numbers Within 1,000

ELA- Wind and Water Change Earth
How do we react to changes in nature?

SS- Our Nation Past and Present

Science- Forces and Motion

2/14 -Valentine’s Day
2/19 -5 Points Marathon
2/22 -Two’s Day

Spelling Words

WordsWords with Irregular
Plural Nouns

children
feet
fish
lives
men
people
sheep
shelves
teeth
women

Word of the week-
individuality
(noun)-the quality or
character of a particular
person or thing that
distinguishes them from
others of the same kind

Weekly Spelling
Mon-ABC Order
Tues-3x Each
Wed- 5 Sentences
Thurs- Practice Test
Fri- Spelling Cards



NAME ______
2nd Grade Reading Log

Title of Book Date        Minutes Read    Parent Signature

Please choose (1) ONE book or story that you have read this week. Write 6-7 sentences to
explain what happened in the story.




